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Inquiry into Ecosystem Decline in Victoria
TO: ecosystems@parliament.vic.gov.au
FROM:
Jodie Anne Honan (BAppSci, GradDipEd, TAE, MSc, MCAT)

Dear Sir/Madam,
I live in Gunditjmara Country in Port Fairy. I have over thirty years’ experience working and volunteering to
care for, protect and restore our natural areas. This has included working for DELWP, Parks Victoria,
consultancy, Traditional Owners, not-for-profit, and teaching and training in conservation from kindergarten
to graduate level.
During that time I have witnessed how easily our ecosystems are degraded and destroyed by development
and agriculture, and how incredibly difficult it is to protect and restore them in the face of a society focussed
on economics, not ecology. ‘Eco’ refers to home, and Victoria is not caring for our home very well. I live in
one of the most damaged and denuded rural areas of the state. The wealth of our soils, systems and species
was created over many tens of thousands of years under the care of the Gunditjmara people. During
colonisation (which is still occurring) these systems have been absolutely abused and treated with scant
respect.
Any protection of natural areas, including the declaration of National Parks and Reserves, has been led by
passionate community members who voluntarily devote thousands of hours of their lives to writing
submissions and lobbying, yet have at times been treated as pariahs. Now, in 2020, there is finally an inquiry
into ecosystem decline in Victoria. At this time when we can see the collapse of the systems that support us,
parliament is asking questions. Sometimes it takes a crisis to get action. For many ecosystems and species
we are too late.
I have structured my comments according to the supplied f you require any more information about the
material I have provided below, please contact me.
Yours faithfully

Jodie A Honan

(a) the extent of the decline of Victoria’s biodiversity and the likely impact on people, particularly First
Peoples, and ecosystems, if more is not done to address this, including consideration of climate change
impacts;
This is a map of native vegetation for the area I live, compared to a map of public land. Native vegetation is
largely restricted to public land, Indigenous Protected Areas, and land considered unsuitable for agriculture
or plantations (e.g. too stony, coastal). Many of the reserved areas are also unsuitable for agriculture or
plantations, that is why it wasn’t cleared early in colonisation, although much of it has been logged or
otherwise disturbed.
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Zooming in to Port Fairy, our map looks like this:

The largest area carrying native vegetation (and area of public land) is Tower Hill State Game Reserve
(circular area on right of map). This area was completely denuded, and revegetated by community efforts. It
is still open for duck hunting.
The yellow area on the extreme left is Yambuk Wetlands Nature Conservation Reserve. It was a farm until
added to the Reserve system early this century. Half of it is still grazed. Our ecosystems have been so
destroyed you can travel for a hundred kilometres and not see a single pre-colonisation tree.
Wombats were once so abundant in this area that they were considered a hazard for horse riders. The last
wombat was seen at Yambuk in the 1950s and there are now small colonies near the Glenelg River in the
west, then no resident colonies closer than Ballarat. We have also lost Spot-tailed Quolls, Eastern Quolls (in
the 1850s there were dozens on Griffith Island, Port Fairy), and numerous other small mammals.
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Records of Bare-nosed Wombat (Atlas of Living Australia). Note: some of these records are historical.

Any small areas of semi-natural areas or planted habitat are taken up by the few remnants of fauna species
that cling on. Tower Hill has records for over 200 bird species, but many of them are not resident, there is
not enough habitat. Similarly at Powling Street Wetlands in Port Fairy, a small (2 ha), weedy, urban wetland,
we have records of over 77 native bird species. Animals are desperate for somewhere to live and occupy
suboptimal habitats or die. Many rely on non-native vegetation, and their habitat may not be recognised by
people who focus on the native vegetation as a proxy for habitat value.
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Our area was approximately one third covered by wetlands at colonisation. Most of these have been drained
for agriculture or development. The top map shows wetlands mapped in 1868. The red lines on the lower
map are drains that show on a topographic map. There are many other smaller drains.
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DELWP mapping shows a similar story. The grey areas are mapped wetlands pre-colonisation, and current.
There were many other wetlands that don’t show at this scale. The current wetlands are mostly so small
their identification number is larger than them.

Most of our terrestrial habitat areas with native vegetation are along the coast and low-lying. This includes
coastal dunes and wetlands. When these areas are lost to sea level rise (predicted in the next 100 years)
where will the birdlife and other animals go?
We are not caring for this Country. The processes that create soils are not occurring. Agriculture is mining
the richness that was developed over many thousands of years. This is ethically wrong, and completely
unsustainable.
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As someone who cares deeply, and feels strongly connected with the natural world, this is deeply
distressing. I cannot imagine the profound trauma that Gunditjmara experienced during the clearing and
draining of these lands, and continue to experience as they see Country in such an unhealthy state. These
immense losses have disastrously affected the material and spiritual lives and culture of Traditional Owners,
and contributed to poor physical and mental health and well-being.
As climate change warms and dries the lands and waters there will be additional pressures to use these
areas for human economy. People from areas to the north will be forced to bring agricultural areas
southwards. This is already happening. Plantation companies in South Australia are dramatically increasing
their landholdings in south west Victoria as South Australian areas become less viable.
There are no processes in place to monitor or regulate these changes in land-use.
The development of blue gum plantations in south west Victoria occurred with little concern for the local
ecology or economy. Small towns have been depopulated, losing schools, petrol stations, stores, and CFA
volunteers. The water flow of the Crawford River has stopped multiple times since the establishment of
water hungry blue gum plantations in its catchment, before this it had continuous flows. This small river is
one of the few high quality streams left in south west Victoria and home for endemic, EPBC listed aquatic
fauna including the Glenelg Spiny Freshwater Crayfish (Euastacus bispinous, nationally Endangered), and
Glenelg Freshwater Mussel (Hyridella glenelgensis, nationally Critically Endangered). Extensive use of
insecticides in plantation establishment (anecdotally eight times in the first year) are likely to have a
negative effect on aquatic species and systems.
In the marine environment, our intertidal areas have declined. As a keen beachcomber my entire life, I have
noticed a dramatic reduction in the quality and quantity of mollusc shells washing up on beaches. As a child I
could find fresh cowries (Notocyprea sp.) and many other species which are now rarities. The intertidal rock
platforms close to population centres are denuded by harvesting for food or bait, or just ‘looking for crabs’
and leaving rocks upturned. I have recorded oral histories of people gathering abundant rock lobsters and
abalone by wading at low tide, whereas now it is a challenge for divers to find them. The Abalone Herpes
Virus at Port Fairy obviously had a huge effect on local populations, but I also noticed an increase in fresh
beach-washed specimens of other archaegastropoda (like wentletrap species) in the year following the
outbreak. No-one was monitoring other species.
As a volunteer I have repeatedly objected to inappropriate coastal development around Port Fairy including
several VCAT cases. Several versions of the Victorian Coastal Strategy have been ignored by Moyne Shire
Council in their decision making, and now houses are increasingly threatened by sea level rise and coastal
erosion.
When we have high seas, the sea water, seaweed, shells and sand come up the stormwater system onto
neighbourhood nature strips.
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Powling Street Port Fairy, March, 2019. Seaweed and sand pushed up out of the stormwater system during a
high sea.
(b) the adequacy of the legislative framework protecting Victoria’s environment, including grasslands,
forests and the marine and coastal environment, and native species;
Unfortunately the legislative framework is completely inadequate. I believe this because the culture of this
state is still based on colonisation and economic development, at the expense of ecological and community
sustainability. The response of some politicians to how they will ‘recover’ from the effects of the Coronavirus
epidemic are telling.
Efforts to protect the internationally significant population of the migratory waterbird, Latham’s Snipe
(Gallinago hardwickii) are a case study in how local, state, and national legislation does not do the job.
Despite the Powling Street Wetlands in Port Fairy having a record of 420 Latham’s Snipe (at that time the
largest known count in the world), over half the habitat was lost to a housing subdivision. The area was
recognised as vulnerable to sea level rise and flooding (in Moyne Shire reports), but still went ahead. A
timeline of events is attached (see Appendix) to show the huge efforts volunteers had to go to in their
attempts to protect the area and the birds, and the woefully inadequate response by government bodies
charged with protecting a species listed on international agreements.
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(c) the adequacy and effectiveness of government programs and funding protecting and restoring
Victoria’s ecosystems;
Victorian Landcare is a wonderful initiative driven by community. The CMAs also work hard to protect and
restore natural areas. These areas are drastically underfunded and unappreciated. Every few years they are
subject to cutbacks. Each year they have to reapply for funding and spend valuable resources on extensive
reporting (much of which I doubt few people ever read or understand).
Our funding systems are political, follow fashions and fads, focus on threatened species rather than
ecosystem health, and have short time scales.
Caring for Country is a fundamental responsibility that should be undertaken and supported by ALL the
community, and receive reliable, ongoing, long-term funding.
(d) legislative, policy, program, governance and funding solutions to
facilitate ecosystem and species protection, restoration and recovery in
Victoria, in the context of climate change impacts;
See above.
This is what is predicted for our area, most of our remnant native
vegetation and wetlands are along the coast.

(e) opportunities to restore Victoria’s environment while upholding First Peoples’ connection to country,
and increasing and diversifying employment opportunities in Victoria; and
The core of First People’s connection to Country is embodied and relational. Country is kin. This is
fundamentally different to western models of land as resource for exploitation, and work as ‘career
development’.
Caring for Country well requires deep knowledge, based on ongoing, everyday contact and relationship. It is
a communal and a personal responsibility. It is a life work. Instead, idealistic young people hoping to work in
conservation find themselves sitting in front of computers for much of their work week, or working as
consultants assessing areas for development. Within DELWP they are encouraged to apply for new jobs,
move around, and up the management hierarchy, rather than stay put and get to know an area and a
community in depth. Most members of the community are unaware of the species and systems that
surround and support them. Plant blindness and fear of nature are widespread. Funding focusses on
‘outcomes’, not on supporting people to develop the knowledge that informs good decision-making.
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I am sorry if I sound disillusioned, I am. We are in a bad place, and the core of our society just does not ‘get
it’. We need a deep shift in social and personal values for Victoria to be serious about our responsibilities to
Country and to community.
APPENDIX
POWLING ST, PORT FAIRY TIMELINE – As at 2020-04-17
Case study of the incremental loss of an area, and the failure of legislation to protect an internationally
significant population of the EPBC listed migratory waterbird, Latham’s Snipe, despite over 14 years of work
by local volunteers, supported by Environmental Justice Australia (Victoria) (formerly Environment
Defenders Office).
Date

Description

Circa 1830s

European settlement of Port Fairy
Many freshwater wetlands in and around Port Fairy (see 1860 map previously
supplied)

1852

Port Fairy district mapped by Watson. Two wetland areas hold enough water for
them to act as boundaries to stock (What is now Powling Street Wetland and the
ephemeral wetland on subject land)

Circa 1870s

What is now Powling Street Wetlands and surrounding area are part of ‘Seaview’,
farm owned by William Powling

1880s onwards

Construction of major drainage network in Port Fairy district to drain wetland areas
for agriculture. (see District wetland drainage map previously supplied)

1948

Wetland occupies about 4 hectares as shown on aerial photograph 1949

1950s

Used by school students for nature study with Port Fairy Consolidated teacher
Gracie Bowker

1950s

Ray Donohue visited about 20 wetlands in the Port Fairy district with his father
hunting Snipe. By 2000 all of these have been destroyed or damaged by drainage,
clearing or filling.

1958-59?

Zoning as residential (includes main wetland area as well as land currently owned
by PEMS)

Pre-1960s

Dairy farming

1960s

Development of South Beach Estate by Walhet Pty Ltd

Late 1960s

Construction of ‘yellow’ road around perimeter of wetland

1970s

Installation of drainage scheme reduces wetland area

1977

Aerial photo February 1977 shows newly established South Beach Estate with
central drain clearly showing in wetland and abundant water present at the end of
summer.
Shows Russell Clarke Reserve as a shallow ephemeral wetland area

1980s

Snipe monitoring by State Government before State closure of hunting for Snipe
(1980s snipe monitoring supplied previously) (Naarding books)

Late 1980s or early
1990s

Destruction of shallow wetlands at Sandy Cove, east end of Southcombe Park
Reserve (now George Dodds Reserve near Martin’s Point) to create ‘islands’ and
deep ponds
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Early 1990s

Destruction of ephemeral wetlands in Russel Clark Reserve to create ‘islands’ and
deep ponds

1993-1995

Shire calls in debts on undeveloped Walhet land for unpaid rates etc. Due diligence
report.

1995

Cleaning of spoon drains and perimeter drains increases drainage of main wetland
so it is almost dry

1997-1998

South Beach Estate sewered. Excess spoil is dumped in wetland near pumping
station

Early 1998

Valuation of land by land valuer for potential sale (at least some valuations
undertaken after the land advertised for sale)

Mid 1998

Land sold by Moyne Shire to Mr Bock (PEMS) without assessment of
environmental or cultural values

18 October 1998

Jodie Honan writes to Moyne Shire re concerns about sale of ‘swamp and rocky
land’.

August-Dec 1998

Transfer of land to PEMS

1999

Wetlands Group forms to campaign to keep land on corner of Powling and Avery
Streets in public ownership (successful)

1999

Mr Bock clears boxthorn from east end of hill and starts removing part of the hill.
Stopped after Wetlands Group contacts Shire

1999 onwards

Mr Bock dumps fill at west end of his land which falls onto Council land. Wetlands
Group contacts Shire. Mr Bock asked to remove, does so, but continues to dump

3 June 2000

Pump fails and wetland fills. Colonised by birds and frogs within days. Pump
repaired by Shire and wetland drained again. Community members approach Shire
re returning water to wetlands.

2000

Construction of earth weir to retain water in wetlands during winter and allow
drying down in summer

2000

Preparation of draft Management Plan by Elisia Dowling (Deakin Uni student) for
wetlands including consultation with Dr Peter Breen of Water Studies Centre
(Monash Uni)

2001

SBWLG begins counts of Lathams Snipe at Powling Street Wetlands

2001

First contact with Janet Holmes (DSE) re nomination as Wetland of National
Importance (we are still sending applications and waiting for an assessment)

2001

GHCMA grant for protection of wetlands

2001

DSE proposal for an Environmental Significance Overlay (ESO 17) for Powling
Street Wetlands as part of review of overlays in south-west Victoria. As at June
2008, Council has still not acted on this.

Oct-Dec 2001

SBWLG began vidoeing snipe from with borrowed camera. Bought our own in 2007
and continued more frequently.

Circa 2002

Installation of sediment traps

2002

Wetlands Group removes spoil dumped during 1997-98 sewage project from
wetland. Ongoing revegetation of dry land areas

2004

Installation of permanent gated weir
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Mid-2004

Partial draining of ephemeral wetland south of the hill (west of Mills Crescent) by
Bock

September 2004

Permit for PEMS subdivision of two blocks on west side of Villiers Street (now
O’Reilly St)

10 September 2004

Meeting at site with Council officers to discuss illegal drain constructed to drain
ephemeral wetland

12 January 2005

Application under EPBC Act for 44 lot subdivision

16 February 2005

Decision that 44 lot subdivision proposal is not a controlled action

24 February 2005

Meeting at Shire with Mr Bock re better communication

Early 2005

Mr Bock increases frequency of mowing

22 March 2005

Request for reconsideration of original decision under EPBC Act based upon
additional information

8 April 2005

Lions Working Bee on corner of Powling and Avery Streets

11 May 2005

Works undertaken by PEMS prior to the EPBC decision include construction of drain
into wetland
Shell material is present after the excavation

15 May 2005

Two lot subdivision on west side Villiers St (now O’Reilly St) amended to three by
Shire

23 May 2005

EPBC Decision on reconsideration, conditions imposed by DEOH. Reconsideration
of Decision whether Action needs Approval/Decision changed from NCA to NCA
(particular manner)

25 May 2005

Group wins Regional Landcare award for work on wetlands

26 July 2005

EPBC decision amended at request of proponent. Reconsideration of Decision
whether Action needs Approval/Decision changed from NCA (particular manner) to
new manners

29 July 2005

Statement from DSE about significance of area

August 2005- April
2007

Request for Statement of Reasons, FOI, Ombudsman etc. See attached details of
correspondence

September 2005

Return of the Lathams Snipe Festival at Port Fairy Consolidated School (whole
school activity)

4 October 2005

Maximum count of Snipe on PEMS land recorded – approx 200 birds in long grass
along Hill Street

2005-present

Ongoing planting, weed control etc. with volunteers including local, Melbourne and
overseas students

February 2006

John Bock fencing three lot subdivision in Villiers St (now O’Reilly St) in such a way
that it appears there are four blocks not three. Approached by Shire, fencing not
completed at the time, but finished off later (present in 2013).

2006

Installation of signage at Wetlands

19 August 2007

SBWLG letter to Planning Implementation Strategy re significance of Powling Street
Wetlands (Strategy still not completed)
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Circa August 2007

Application to Moyne Shire (PL07/174) for 44 lot subdivision by PEMS advertised.
Forty objections received

9 November 2007

Council considers application for subdivision. Council Officer states he is: ‘in a very
compromised and conflicted position in regard to making a recommendation to
Council on the permit application.
PEMS modifies the plan the day before the meeting in an attempt to appease the
Primary School, so application has to be advertised again.

October-December
2007

Videoing of Snipe in wetlands (see DVD of Powling Street Wetland)

19 December 2007

Council Notice of Decision in support of PL07/174 PEMS 43 lot subdivision proposal
(against recommendation of Shire delegate and despite objections)

15-16 July 2008

VCAT Hearing South Beach Wetlands & Landcare Group v Moyne SC [2008] VCAT
2383

22 Sept 2008

SBWLG Request for reconsideration under section 78 of the Environment
Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999 of decision due to likelihood of
significant impact on listed migratory species – Latham’s Snipe at Port Fairy.
Reference Number: 2005/1954

February/October
2008

Wannon Water concerns re sewage pump in Villiers St (now O’Reilly St), electronics
being replaced.

29 Oct 2008

EPBC 2005/1954 Invitation for Public Comment on Reconsideration of Referral
Determination: S78 Reconsideration request - Appendices and Figures

29 November 2008

John Bock and Trevor Bagust meet with Don and Jodie re possibility of giving land to
Shire

NovemberDecember 2008

Ecology Australia snipe surveys (Ecology Australia 2009; 2010)

21 November 2008

VCAT ruling South Beach Wetlands & Landcare Group v Moyne SC [2008] VCAT
2383 (subdivision refused)

29 November 2008

John Bock approached SBWLG to discuss donating area of hill land back to Council
as part of subdivision

9 Dec 2008

SBWLG Update re request for reconsideration under section 78 of the EPBC Act.
Reference Number: 2005/1954;

15 December 2008

Vegetation and earth removal behind school

20 April 2009

Small fire on PEMS rocky hill

12/6/2009

Flooding of Powling Street/Singleton Street. Pipe to sea was filled with seaweed and
freshwater backed up. Also caused problems to sewerage system..

22/6/2009

Spoke to Oliver Moles re Pea Soup rocks.......after storm surge of 16th May. (Big sea
came over Ocean Drive)

24 May 2009

Photos showing where sea went past Powling St drain

November 2009

Ecology Australia snipe surveys (Ecology Australia 2010)

19-03-2010

Excavation west of Mills Crescent (drainage?) photos

11 August 2010

Extensive flooding of district including overflow of drains onto streets cnr of
Singleton and Powling Streets (photos)
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19 September 2010

Largest count made at Powling street Wetland complex – 430 snipe. Photos of
large flocks of snipe over Powling Street Wetlands complex (in video)

28 September 2010

Submission re Moyne Shire Land Capability Study. J. Honan

October 2010

PEMS offers north side of hill to Moyne Shire (letter to Don Stewart 4/10/2013)

9 December 2010

Federal government representatives Meg Baulderston and Mark ? visited wetland
area

January 2011

SBWLG OBJECTION Re: Planning application no. PL10/223
Four lot subdivision, O’Reilly Street, Port Fairy (3 small lots on east side of O’Reilly
and balance including Bock shed)

2/3/11

Big sea came over Ocean Drive (extreme west end). (see photos taken same place
as Jock Varcoe's)

9 Mar 2011

EPBC 2005/1854 Reconsideration of Referral Determination: S78 Reconsideration
decision

April 2011

SBWLG reiterate objection Re: PL10/223 – Four (4) lot subdivision and associated
works, Mills Crescent, Port Fairy

May 2011

Four lot subdivision blocks have ‘For Sale’ signs although still waiting for to EPBC
reconsideration decision

10 July 2011

Sea breaks across Ocean Drive west end. Seaweed on front lawn of houses (photos).
Sea breaks across Ocean Drive east of Passage Carpark depositing rocks and
seaweed and closing road (photos).

2 August 2011

Council surveys local community about location of proposed footpath along Powling
Street (either beside footpath or beside houses) without any consideration of
impact on snipe population in main wetland.

7 December 2011

Council letter that Council will slash no more than 10m behind houses

Sept-Dec 2011

GHD surveys undertaken (published in GHD 2012).

February 2012

Publication of GHD (2012). Powling Street Wetland, Port Fairy. Targeted survey for
Latham’s Snipe. (Commissioned by DSEWPaC/DEH)

8 May 2012

Offer from PEMS Pty Ltd to SBWLG to give us land rather than giving it to Council
(not taken up by SBWLG)

1 June 2012

EPBC 2005/1954 Decision on Assessment Approach: Preliminary Documentation

21 June 2012

Notification for Publication of Preliminary Documentation under the EPBC Act 1999
... EPBC 2005/1954

July 2012

SBWLG Preliminary Information Response to PEMS Pty Ltd

Approx Sept 2012

Very wide area mown behind Avery St/O’Reilly St houses without permission (later
found to be done by shire)

August-Sept 2012

EPBC 2012/6527 Moyne Shire Council/Natural resources management/Port
Fairy/VIC/Alteration of Grass Maintenance Regime within Powling St Wetlands 31
Aug 2012 advertised. SBWLG commented. Proposes increasing mowing width to
20m behind houses

2 Sept 2012

Re-excavation of drain south of Education Land on the east side of Mills Crescent
houses (leading back to Russel Clark Reserve)
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27 November 2012

Excavation in north-east corner of Powling St Wetland area (Council Land) to
connect new house to stormwater. Apparently no EPBC permission sought for
works.

18 December 2012

Proposal EPBC 2005/1854 withdrawn

18 December 2012

Proposal EPBC 2012/6687 advertised The Far End Family Trust t/a Planning
Engineering & Management Solutions Pty Ltd/Residential development/Port Fairy
Township /VIC/Residential Development and Associated Infrastructure at Port Fairy

29 January 2013

EPBC 2012/6687 Decision whether action needs approval/Approval Not Required
- particular manner

18 April 2013

EPBC 2012/6687 Statement of Reasons: Decision under section 75 and 77A

April 2013

Port Fairy Consolidated School awarded $9910 Communities for Nature grant to
conserve snipe habitat on Education Land.

8 August 2013

Email from John Bock advising he considers walking on unmade road reserves as
trespass (see below re Council response)

August 2013

Moyne Shire Notice of decision re Permit application PL13/029

11 October 2013

Confirmation by Ian Harper Moyne Shire Council, that unmade road reserves are
owned by Council, not PEMS, and that members of the public can walk on them
(map provided).

October 2013

Ecology Australia snipe survey (unpublished data included in Ecology Australia
2014)

24-28 February
2014

VCAT hearing Warrnambool re PL13/029

31 March 2014

VCAT ruling Stewart v Moyne SC [2014] VCAT 360 (31 March 2014)

August 2014-March
2015

New Snipe survey program in SW Victoria with Dr Birgita Hansen (Federation Uni)

August 2015

Subdivision site works commence – fill, excavation of pond

September 2015

Snipe survey program expands in year 2
First recording of complete migration by Latham’s Snipe. T0 returns to Port Fairy
Radiotracking confirms high site fidelity by Latham’s Snipe. Individual birds use
“settles” each day for roosting.
Bird fly out each night to feed in grazed wetlands close to town.
Andrew Crossley (Honours student) contributes to this
Vegetation surveys (Dr Michelle Casanova) note differences in structure between
day time and night time habitats. Roughness is more important than species
composition

February 2018

Completion of intensive studies at Port Fairy
Over 80 sites across SE Australia are now counted three times a year.
Strong links with Japanese Wild Bird Society from three visits to Japan
Research featured in Victorian Landcare Magazine
Most of subdivision around Mills Crescent now built on
Western part of subdivision for sale as single block (~$700,000)
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Feeding area for sale for $1.2 million
April 2020

Hill land has been transferred to Council to form part of the rest of the Council
owned wetland area
Mills Crescent subdivision built on. Pedestrian traffic through snipe habitat on
eastern side of subdivision has increased, as has mowing.
Western part of subdivision has been largely completed by developer including
massive earthworks excavating the side of the hill including jackhammering of
basalt, and altering drainage (was not specified in subdivision), drainage works,
roadworks, lighting. Water treatment pond has not been completed to standards
(no vegetation). Works began the week that snipe were due back from Japan and
included a lot of noise and traffic adjacent to remaining habitat. Elevated street
lighting installed on side closest to wetlands rather than adjacent to houses.
Works on pause, possibly due to COVID-19.

June 2020

Hill St subdivision roading, drainage and lights appear complete. Blocks have been
sold. Large areas of standing water on blocks in weeks following rain.
Moyne Council requests information about snipe because Mills Crescent resident
who has built on previous ephemeral wetland is experiencing flooding and wants
Council to undertake extensive earthworks (which will disturb remaining snipe
habitat) in a misguided attempt to drain their property.
Reports from Japan that breeding population of snipe appears to have declined by
40%, possibly due to drought and bushfires in Australia in summer 2019-20.
Mown area of Education Land has expanded and is being used as informal football
ground.
END OF SUBMISSION
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